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Angličtina ako lingua franca (ELF) v slovenskom akademickom prostredí 

Abstrakt 

 

Koncipovanie definície angličtiny ako lingua franca (ELF) a vymedzenie jej lexikálno-

gramatických charakteristík patria k pilierom výskumu ELF a predstavujú hlavné teoretické východi-

ská pre predkladaný príspevok. Koreňmi prezentovanej štúdie sa stáva postavenie konceptu ELF do 

opozície k významovo podobným pojmom, ktoré sú odrazom tradičného chápania stavu anglického 

jazyka vo svete; t. j. angličtina ako rodný jazyk, angličtina ako druhý jazyk a angličtina ako cudzí 

jazyk. Touto opozíciou sa snaha o definičné vymedzenie ELF stáva odrazovým mostíkom pre zarade-

nie slovenského akademického prostredia do komunikácie v ELF. Na teoretickú premisu priamo nad-

väzuje praktická časť, ktorá prezentuje výsledky lingvistickej analýzy prítomnosti vybraných lexikál-

no-gramatických čŕt v korpuse písomných prejavov študentov Prešovskej univerzity v Prešove. Kon-

krétny textový typ odzrkadľujúci komunikáciu medzi slovenskou akadémiou a vonkajším svetom 

vedy a výskumu je reprezentovaný anglicky písaným abstraktom záverečnej práce. Jeho primárnym 

cieľom v analyzovanom komunikačnom prostredí nie je teda čo najvernejšia kópia jednej z rodných 

foriem anglického jazyka, ako je to pri paradigme angličtiny ako cudzieho jazyka, ale úspešný trans-

fer komunikovanej správy, konkrétne informácií o záverečnej práci, čo vytvára konsenzus s hlavným 

cieľom interakcie v ELF ako takej. Predpoklad zaradenia slovenskej akademickej komunikácie do 

ELF podporujú empirické zistenia, ktoré sa zamerali na štyri lexikálno-gramatické inovácie, ktorými 

sú voľba nulovej morfémy „-s“ v singulári prítomného slovesného času, použitie priebehových tvarov 

slovies motivované nedokonavým vidom vo východiskovom jazyku, morfologická regularizácia 

a špecifické použitie predložkových väzieb. Vymenované inovácie sú skúmané na korpuse dát vytvo-

reného podľa štyroch základných externých kritérií, ktorými sú zameranie sa na akademickú ELF (1), 

študentov manažmentu Prešovskej univerzity v Prešove (2), interný písomný diskurz reprezentovaný 

textovým typom abstraktu záverečnej práce (3) a na autentickú vzorku daného textového typu, ktorá 

nie je primárne vytvorená na účely analýzy (4). Výsledky analýzy demonštrujú prítomnosť lingvistic-

kých inovácií charakteristických pre interakciu v ELF, medzi ktorými nulová morféma „-s“ v 3. osobe 

sg. predstavuje významnú črtu v pozícii za postmodifikovaným gramatickým podmetom. V menšej 

miere je evidentná prítomnosť priebehových slovesných časov v korpuse, odôvodňujeme to typom 

diskurzu, pre ktorý nie je vo všeobecnosti tento aspekt charakteristický. Napriek tomu, všetky výskyty 

priebehových foriem ukazujú na motiváciu nedokonavým vidom vo východiskovom jazyku komuni-

kantov. Morfologická regularizácia a špecifické použitie predložkových väzieb tvoria inovácie 

v oblasti lexiky a gramatiky, ktoré sú aplikované predovšetkým na slovný druh slovies. Navyše 
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v rámci predložkových väzieb môžeme hovoriť o dvoch situáciách, ktorými sú nadbytočné použitie 

a substitúcia predložiek v niektorých lingvistických väzbách. Všetky analyzované oblasti korešpondu-

jú s výsledkami svetových analýz ELF a tým naplňujú celkový cieľ štúdie, ktorým je preukázanie 

opodstatnenosti skúmania ELF v slovenskom akademickom prostredí. Motiváciou do ďalšieho vý-

skumu sa stáva rozšírenie korpusu a potvrdenie týchto čiastkových analýz.  

 

1 Introduction 

Have you ever seen a Slovak TV show recorded in the 1970s? Have you noticed any changes in 

the language? I suppose everyone has and not only in noticeably more palatalized pronunciation, but 

also in the structures of lexicogrammar. Hence if we are able to detect changes over forty years in our 

language spoken predominantly by the Slovakians in the area of Slovakia, one cannot be surprised 

about progressive changes occurring within the colossal called English spoken by virtually everyone 

and everywhere.  

In the course of the English language development, the linguistic changes were so evident that in 

the 1980s, there were first attempts to name and organise different “types” of English into several 

categories. It was probably one of the first impetuses which induced linguists to employ the plural 

“Englishes” as a term denominating the sociolinguistic reality of this language in a more exact way. 

Now, at the outset of the second millennium, another “type” of English encourages linguists and re-

searchers to reconsider the way English as a language is approached to. One of the main questions is 

what the position of this new English, hence English as a Lingua Franca (ELF), is within the custom-

ary linguistic paradigms and structures. This general question – What is ELF? – also reifies my first 

research question which I aim to answer in this article by way of pinpointing the crucial differences 

between ELF and the well-known Kachruvian model of three concentric circles of Englishes (1985). 

What is more, on its basis, the underlying definition traits of ELF as a linguistic concept are provided 

and therefore employed as a springboard for the subsequent empirical analysis which demonstrates a 

rationale behind the inclusion of the Slovak academic setting into the ELF interaction. 

As mentioned above, linguistic innovations may be spotted not only on the level of phonetics and 

phonology, but also one of lexicogrammar. Within the world research of ELF, a set of characteristic 

lexicogrammatical innovations has been introduced (cf. Seidlhofer, 2004, 2011; Mauranen, 2012) and 

further investigated in different types of predominantly spoken discourse. It was only at the beginning 

of 2015 when the first large-scope corpus of written ELF in academic settings, so called WrELFA, 

was completed and thus opened the door to further research opportunities to be carried out. As the 

database WrELFA is a relatively new contribution to the studies of ELF, its findings have not been 

presented so far. This motivated me to investigate a foursome from the aforementioned set of lexi-

cogrammatical innovations which would be applicable to academic writing in order to reveal its pres-

ence or absence in a particular written discourse type. In addition, the choice for the Slovak academic 

setting enables me to compare the use of ELF in academia with the outcomes of its world studies car-

ried out by the project ELFA (English as a Lingua Franca in Academic Settings). This article is there-

fore a combination of theoretical-empirical presentation of ELF and analytical insight into this phe-

nomenon employed in the Slovak academia. 

 

2 What is ELF? What is it not? 

The entrance of a new linguistic phenomenon into the reality is always followed by the need for its 

theoretical description and conceptualisation denominating its own characteristics and functions 

which would differentiate it from other linguistic concepts. The same applies to ELF and as it is evi-

dent from its name, one of the most important steps is to contrast ELF to other “English as …” con-

ceptions. In doing so, the following section aims at pointing out inherent differences between a trio of 

terms representing concentric circles of Englishes in so called Kachruvian model (1985). 

Although this model originated in the 1980s, has its limitations and has been updated by a few other 

linguists (cf. Modiano, 1999; Graddol, 2006), it is still the best-known classification of English and has 

the function of reference point when analysing the development of English reified in its heritage of the 

terms ENL (English as a Native Language), ESL (English as a Second Language) and EFL (English as 

a Foreign Language). First, the Inner Circle is represented by native varieties of English which stand for 
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the language norm for Englishes in other circles. Here, the differences between ELF and ENL are rela-

tively clear cut by the following oppositions: native speakers (ENL) vs. predominantly non-native 

speakers (ELF) and ENL considered as being a standard language vs. ELF traditionally characterised as 

a deficit form of English. On the contrary, ELF speakers noticeably outnumber ENL speakers and this 

fact, amongst others, entitles ELF to be studied in its own right (Seidlhofer, 2001). 

The second – Outer Circle, embodied by ESL, generally includes former British and American 

colonies where English functions as an official language or one of more official languages. These 

Englishes linguistically form varieties which are norm-developing in the context of World Englishes. 

When comparing them with ELF, the most striking differences are seen in the geopolitical limitation 

of ESL which cannot be found in the case of ELF and also the fact that ELF users outnumber ESL 

speakers. What is more, it is possible to identify native speakers of ESL and as mentioned above, 

Englishes employed as SL are linguistically defined as varieties of standard English. At this point, it is 

important to note that at the outset of the linguistic description of ELF, it tended to be categorised as a 

variety of English, too; however, the current studies and analyses prefer characterising ELF as a func-

tion of English (cf. Krajňáková, 2015, p. 18). Finally, what seems to be common in ESL and ELF is 

that their linguistic features are regarded as innovations rather than mistakes. 

Finally, the Expanding Circle comprises the uses of norm-dependent Englishes solely for commu-

nication with the participants from the Inner and Outer Circles which stand for the crucial distinction 

when contrasting EFL and ELF since English as a Lingua Franca is employed in order to communi-

cate with all users of English. The ELF interaction is therefore not only an objective choice, as EFL 

is, but also a subjective one. In addition, its aim is a successful transfer of communicated message 

without the objective of copying any of ENL varieties. This ENL target in learning English is charac-

teristic of EFL perspective which therefore tends to regard the “imperfect” use of English as its deficit 

form. On the contrary, the use of English which does not perfectly follow ENL rules is considered to 

be innovative within the paradigm of ELF. Nevertheless, EFL and ELF users seem to be comparable 

in terms of numbers. 

As a conclusion here, the answer to the initial questions is as follows. ELF is not an equivalent to 

any of the concepts of Kachruvian model (1985); it traverses all three circles and includes them into 

its interaction. ELF is a function of English and functions as a means of successful communication. 

ELF is “any use of English among speakers of different first languages for whom English is the com-

municative medium of choice, and often the only option” (Seidlhofer, 2011, p. 7). Moreover, certain 

subjective reasons may lead the speakers sharing the same first language (L1) to choose ELF as their 

means of communication, e.g. at the workplace (Salakhyan, 2014, p. 16).  

ELF is a sociolinguistic phenomenon with its own characteristics in phonetics and phonology, lex-

icogrammar and pragmalinguistics. These are investigated by corpus studies of mainly spoken dis-

course provided by VOICE (Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of English), ELFA and ACE (Asian 

Corpus of English) to name but a few. In 2015, WrELFA was compiled with the main objective to 

analyse the peculiarities of written interaction in ELF in specific settings of academia. Even before its 

compilation, the present analysis had started and taken a foursome of the linguistic innovations inves-

tigated in spoken discourse as a springboard for the study at hand. A key criterion appears to be their 

applicability to writing. Consequently, this article focuses on the following lexicogrammatical fea-

tures (cf. Krajňáková, 2015, pp. 19 – 20): (1) zero morpheme “-s” in 3
rd

 person singular (cf. Seidlho-

fer, 2004); (2) the specific use of progressive aspect (cf. Ranta, 2013; Salakhyan, 2014); (3) general 

morphological regularisation (cf. Mauranen, 2012) and (4) the specific use of prepositions (cf. Seid-

lhofer, 2011).  

 

3 Lexicogrammatical innovations in the academic setting of the University of Prešov 

3.1 Corpus and methodological approach 

The compilation of the small-scale corpus at hand is built upon the external criteria from which the 

first and foremost is mentioned above; hence this study aims at analysing the lexicogrammatical inno-

vations of ELF in the written sample of texts. Secondly, as world studies of ELF have recently been 

interested in the peculiarities of academia as a setting, the present analysis happens to follow this em-

pirical tradition by way of taking the academic setting of the University of Prešov, Slovakia under 
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scrutiny. Here, the students of Faculty of Management seem to fit best into the picture of proficient 

users of ELF, as English demonstrates a global status and importance in the domain of management, 

marketing and economics, and their use of English outside the classes of EFL does not take ENL as a 

model anymore.  

The third criterion determines the examined text type which is the English version of thesis ab-

stract. The rationale behind opting for the subgenre of thesis abstract lies in its underlying communi-

cative function which is superordinate to others (Swales, 1990, p. 58). Finally, the analysis homes in a 

sample of 33 English-written PhD thesis abstracts
2
. Their writers represent the addressees of the 

communicative message about the original theses encoded in ELF which is aimed to be delivered to 

the receivers embodied in the wide research community primarily speaking other than the Slovak 

language. This communicative model thus seems to perfectly exemplify the ELF interaction.  

From the methodological point of view, this case study employs both quantitative and qualitative 

methods as it combines frequency-based approach and the subsequent linguistic interpretation of the 

use of four analysed features in the chosen setting. 

 

3.2 Findings 

At the outset of this section, it is important to mention that the present analysis represents one of 

the pilot insights into the use of linguistic innovations of ELF in a particular Slovak academic context. 

For this reason, it is limited to a small-scale corpus where one cannot expect a generally high inci-

dence of the examined items. More importantly, their presence in such a small corpus indicates the 

ELF peculiar lexicogrammar is worthwhile to be studied in the Slovak academic written discourse. 

Therefore, the following findings provide perspicuous evidence of ELF in Slovakia which may be 

taken as a starting point for further analyses. 

The first of the investigated lexicogrammatical features of ELF, which is most traditionally con-

sidered to be a mistake by the EFL perspective, is the zero morpheme “-s” in 3
rd

 person singular of 

simple present. Interestingly enough, in the analysed sample, there is a zero occurrence of such an 

innovation in a direct postposition after the grammatical subject of the phrase. The most plausible 

explanation of this non-occurrence may be an intervention of the grammar and spelling checker tool 

ordinarily present in the electronic textual documents. However, this is not true of the verbs occurring 

after a conjunction in compound or complex sentences and ones following the postmodified subject, 

e.g. by the prepositional phrases. To put it in other words, the further a verb is from the given gram-

matical subject, the higher frequency of zero morpheme “-s” is evident. E.g. It identifies problem are-

as … and examine their presence in Slovakia. ( 2) 

Pursuing the area of verbs, Elena Salakhyan (2014) has recently claimed in her dissertation thesis 

that the specific use of the progressive in ELF was predominantly influenced by the perception of 

aspects in users' L1s. This on the one hand happens to be proved by the findings in the present re-

search as all incidences demonstrate the use of imperfective aspect in the source texts; however on the 

other hand, one cannot make generalisations since the corpus at hand is of a small size as well as the 

progressive does not stand for a customary aspect in academic writing in general. E.g. … globaliza-

tion is bringing implications …. ( 12) (= “prináša”) 

In the course of carrying out the present research, the scope for analysis has been further narrowed 

down to the area of verbs when examining the morphological regularisation and prepositions. Within 

the former feature, the most striking case seems to be adding the regular simple past endings to irregu-

lar verbs. E.g. We dealed with the issue of …. ( 13) Concerning the latter feature, two opposite 

tendencies are revealed, hence substitution and redundancy. The substitution of prepositions existing 

in particular verbal collocations noticeably outnumbers their redundant use, viz. the following ex-

cerpts from the analysed corpus. E.g. … where it focuses to impact on …. ( 24); … we discuss 

about the implications of thesis. ( 7) 

All in all, although the small-scope corpus is subjected to the research at hand, all of the chosen 

lexicogrammatical innovations are present in the analysed sample and demonstrate the evidence of 
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ELF in the academic setting of the University of Prešov; however one can see the need for further 

analysis in this field of study. 

 

4 Conclusion 

The initial question which arisen at the beginning of theoretical description of English as a Lingua 

Franca (ELF) – What is ELF? – is answered in the first part of the present article. It compares the 

sociolinguistic phenomenon of ELF with the similar concepts of ENL (English as a Native Language), 

ESL (English as a Second Language) and EFL (English as a Foreign Language) representative of the 

model proposed by B. B. Kachru (1985). Most importantly, ELF is a function of English with the 

right to be studied in its own and displays the characteristics on the theoretical as well as empirical 

levels. The latter is reflected in a set of linguistic innovations, amongst which, this research focuses on 

the area of ELF lexicogrammar in thesis abstracts written in the academia of Prešov. 

The theoretical-empirical presentation of ELF is thus followed by the analytical insight into its use 

in the University of Prešov. It is centred around four lexicogrammatical innovations within the area of 

verbs, hence (1) the zero morpheme “-s” in 3
rd

 person singular; (2) the specific use of the progressive; 

(3) the general morphological regularisation and (4) the specific use of prepositions, whose presence 

in the small-scale corpus at hand gives evidence of ELF in the chosen Slovak academic written dis-

course of thesis abstracts. Along with the first part of this article, the research provides the rationale 

behind the study of written ELF in the Slovak academic setting. 
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